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ATBEOSPHERE

FEELING 0F EASE

INCORPORATION 0F IFAGES;
.

When you hqvo imagined vifiidly enough, you will not

tho desire to give your image your own bcdy. voice. and

phyoical being, This desire to incorporate the image in

actually tho desire which loado us in our firofcuclcn because

actors are people who always want to fiingorporato their

images. This deco not mean that we are élfifiyu 9213 to incur-

porato all our imagoa and that 10 the trouble wlfih our pro»

fouuicn. Thorn are thousandu of actoro tcday. but actually

only a very few arc real actors. zany are very talented. but

they are not equipped. and they have no idea how to incorporate

their imhgca and. therefore, very oftpg_they rennin behind

and othcuynarc skilfull. take theiffibificc. it in not a cane

thht they are not gifted. but that they have no technique.

our aim in our school in to give you tho ability to

incorporate everything you imagine. For this aim we must

develop cur ipagination to the degree whore we want to incur-

porate everything, and on the other hand to develop our bodies

and voices and cmoticnu in such a way that they will be able

to incorporate what We one in our imagination.

First approach to incorporation:

 

Exoroinnun
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1. Imagine an utrongly no you can a certain physical

position or palm - imagining yourself first and not a charac-

ter. Imagine it ntz-cngly enough and in details, and then make

, an effort to incfb‘rpotato it physically. Do it novarql ,tgpca

and got a feeling of catlufacflcn when it in well dcna.

a. No?! 31151110 3 poac. but add to lit the qug,“

"r1011“ and listen so clearly to your own voice in your imagina-

tion that the word and the page will be in harmony. Hear

your own voico and inficnuglcn. » V

3. Now imagine a positicn. n movouonc. and than a

final. position. While adding‘tno movement. hour your voice

saying ”It is no." ‘

ATMOSPHERE!

Improvlno Tho Robborn came on the basin of atmos—

phorom 1. Violent). vulgar. man. crude. 2. Fiona. warn,

happy family. 3. Sleepy. max-ciao the scene for mdiating

atmospheres .

FEELING 0F EASE:

Art requires to be lighter and easier tram things

are in everyday life. This is one of the differences between

everyday lift) and art. At: actoru, we have a‘t our disposal our

Ldpno, our bodied. and voices as a. means of oxprcanlcn. All

of then must become light and easy. Therefore. we try 130

get this fouling of 00.00 in our body.
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Examine:

1. Standing still. try to experience the desire to become
light and easy in your body.. 'Drop it. Then repeat the

examine several. time.

I-iarch around. trying to get thie'deeiro to be 1mm end

0303’.

Knee]. dorm and lift the arms up.

use 13hr) arm and any. "up" with this quality or um:
and case. then add. "dam."

L10 down and got up. then in 01011 tempo but htillyljfiht.

Then in that tempo. but light. iaeve fomardg Linc; backwards

across the room. » ~

Take a chair and move 1"»: from one place to meteor with

a feeling ‘of case no fillet the weight of the chair will not
bother you.

Two students take em: chair and pane it from one to the

other saying. "I am giving you fine chain“. and the other

perea‘n says. “I an taking the chair.“ This is an act of
collaborative. Each poracn met appreciate the othere'
feeling of once and cam) it an into his mm.

Then take the chair with the feeling that it 5.6 very very
heavy. This mum: be performed artistically and net

realistically.


